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As the Extension Work Team at TCET, 

we believe in empowering through education.

TCET-EWT focuses on changing the society through 

education and empathy. 

We undertake a variety of activities ranging from teaching

underprivileged children, to writing essays that inspire, to

creating vigilance and awareness through swacchata pakhwada.

We believe in the power of reaching out through education. We

teach over a 100 underprivileged children, all diverse subjects

weekly. We extend our gratitude and responsibility towards the

environment through various drives, Cleanliness Drive being one.

We believe, that a healthy body leads to a healthy mind, hence we

conduct various sessions on food and nutrition for our members.
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We believe that understanding your work is the

 most crucial step towards perfection, hence we 

participate and conduct various seminars on child 

psychology and behavior.

We also extend our support to all the good causes TCET-EWT

abides by the norm that, recreational activity can be fruitful too.

Hence, we conduct various competitions like essay writing

poster making, educational video making, debating, etc. These

activities rekindle the creative minds and help them perform

better in life.

Thus, TCET-EWT cherishes education and its impact.

Vidya Vikas High School, Borivali (West)
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Epiphany Mazgazine 2021
Dear students,
It gives me immense pleasure to get this opportunity to talk to u all.
Through this platform I want to put forth one point that you are the
future of the nation and therefore there is lot of responsibility on your
shoulders amidst this crisis time when India is fighting against pandemic
which has taken the form of monster and causing large loss of life.
 Did it come as a surprise? Where we no aware that second wave of covid
will be more fatal? Have you thought about being in such a situation it in
our wildest dreams? What is your responsibility as the future of India?
This is a reminder to all of us that we are responsible for being in such a
situation and nature is more powerful than us. 

Today we all are in this situation because we forgot three basic
principles of life:
1. Be disciplined
2. Donot be greedy
3. Care for others
If we follow these basic principles, all our problems will be reduced and
we can use our energies to make this world a more beautiful place to
live i.e. make it Vasudhav kutumbh kum in real sense.
Think it over!!
God Bless you all
Take care Dr. Lochan Jolly

dean ssw



 

 I am pleased to see the enthusiastic responses received from our eminent members of the team
and students and take immense pride in publishing this magazine, procured by the dedicated
efforts of students themselves to work hard. We Program Officers truly appreciate the EWT
editorial committee which has toiled in the construction of this magazine and the creative team
who have worked hard to create and design to give it a beautiful sight. We wish Good Luck to all
our readers and wish all of them to achieve great success in life. 
Lastly, I would like to say that It's indeed due to the hard work of the TCET-EWT committee and
true determination that we have come this far and have launched this magazine. As hard work is
the spirit of success and development, TCET-EWT provides an opportunity for students to work
hard and scale the extra mile. Thus, I am grateful for the commitment and sincere efforts of each
member of the students, alumni, NGO partners, fieldwork organizations, and teaching, staff which
help us to strive higher in keeping alive the quality of the committee and institute. We are
confident that we will continue to forge ahead and break new patterns while addressing the
various concerns of our contemporary society.

It gives me profound pleasure to introduce the 3rd edition of Extension Work Team’s E-magazine
EPIPHANY- ‘The Turning Point’ Talking about ‘THE EXTENSION WORK TEAM ‘I believe that the ‘The
highest law of love is service’ which has been the constant motto of our EWT Team. As a team, it
has always been a specific mandate to work for underprivileged sections of society and our efforts
have been to extend educational programs that will enhance and improve the quality of life of
such sections.
Our EWT Team firmly believes in outcome-based learning thus rekindling the spark of innovation
and fostering curiosity in young minds which holds pivotal significance in today’s technological
world. Therefore, we have come up with our magazine- EPIPHANY which precisely targets not only
spreading knowledge but also introduces a whole new captivating and enthralling realm of
content, wherein students get to explore their interests and feed their curiosities. The-  EPIPHANY,
unlike other technical magazines, has not restricted itself only to the domains of science and
technology but also incorporated other prominent domains, providing feasibility to students
exploring inter-disciplinary aspects of topics, stimulating their inner inquisitiveness, and speaking
about the prominent problems in society.

Dr. Ela Agarkar
Assistant Professor (ES&H DEPT) & EWT Programme officer



 
I proudly present to  you the third issue of our online publication, Epiphany, which is defined as "a
moment of tremendous revelation or realization." We strive to live up to these ideals and our
motto, "reach to unreached," by teaching and promoting social awareness in underprivileged
areas of society to assist them to develop and inspire them to pursue education and new
employment options. Our workshops not only benefit the community but also our volunteers' and
students' personal development by giving them the chance to gain confidence and sharpen their
public speaking abilities.
We firmly believe that we can assist and be the change that some people may unknowingly need,
and we also believe in collective growth, as evidenced by the development of both our volunteers
and their students. To this end, we constantly consider new strategies for keeping our volunteers
engaged and how we can aid the students' comprehension.
EWT has never restricted its ideas, whether in terms of scope or domains. We work to get our
pupils ready for the outside world by inspiring and motivating them to advance independently
and take a step toward independence. This encourages their innate curiosity and encourages
them to discuss major social issues.
We are constantly appreciative of our students' outstanding reactions and the complimentary
comments they leave for us. The work of our students is visible in the magazine; it demonstrates
their commitment to EWT and its mission as well as their work in bringing the publication
together.
As programme officers, we appreciate our creative, editorial, and the team that came up with the
idea for the magazine's interviews. We sincerely hope that the readers will like it as much as we
did, and we wish them all success in life.
The secret in this case is just hard work, which we admire. The entire EWT functions as a single
unit, with many ideas and thought processes working together to help make one overall
committee work. In exchange, TCET-EWT gives students the chance to put in extra effort and go
above and beyond.
We are also appreciative of all the NGOs, employees, alumni, and even our fieldwork organizations
for their contributions, which have allowed us to work harder and maintain the committee's and
institute's high standards.
We are certain that we will keep moving forward and shatter established patterns while
addressing the myriad issues facing our modern society.

Mr. Ashwin Pathak
Assistant Professor (ES&H DEPT) & EWT Programme officer
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INTERVIEWS
LIVE

Talk About

Name: Sandeep Rane

Profession:-
 Social Worker (Politician)

Speaker 1

Name: Raju Singh  

Profession:- 
Member of 

Beti Bachao Foundation

Speaker 2



What changes do you
think should be made in
social work field work?
Firstly, most of people think

that social field is corrupt ,

Yes there might be some

out there who are corrupt

but there are people who

genuinely do social work for

the betterment of our

society.

Can you describe how this
work field works and what's
your role in this field?
Right now I am a speaker

of MNS political party and

I am also a trade union

leader myself and I have

been managing unions /

goups of many companies

where I solved their

problems related to work

areas or other work

related problems.

When did you started
/ joined social work
field?
My social work started

from 1990, and I was

already fond of it. I

wasn't interested in

studies so I took this

field and I am now 

 doing well in my

business too.

How do you manage
your personal and
private life?
Every year I travel abroad

for vacation twice I don't

compromise on that. I

stay with my family after

my work hours which is

after 10pm. I don't go out

until it's an emergency. I

dont waste my time and

give my full attention to

my family.  tension
.
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How did you build your
interest in this field?

I had my Guru Shri.

Anand Dighe Saheb, He

was my Idol and my

inspiration. Everybody

knows him as a

dharmaveer and also you

might have seen the

movie too .



Any hard incident or
client that you found
difficult to face?

During the time of covid

there were some issues

that we faced. As people

didn't know how to deal

with those situations and

also how long will this

pandemic will stay.

Your role during
lockdown period?

My work started from

the very first day of

lockdown with my

whole team. They were

too working with me

since then we had

helped many families 

 getting proper

treatments and food

supplies.

Lastly any message to
our youth generation?

Nowadays young

generation have fallen

into a toxic world, like

smoking drugs,

comsumption of

alcohol, etc. So I think

they should stop and

step out of this toxic

world, as this not only

destroy their name but

also their parents

name. Every parent

works hard to see their

children on a good

position, so instead of

these toxic world,

youth should put their

interest in social work.

SANDEEP RANESANDEEP RANE  
Politician (MNS)Politician (MNS)Politician (MNS)

Social WorkerSocial WorkerSocial Worker
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Your role during
pandemic and how do
you made them aware
to get vaccination?
During the pandemic me

and my team had played

a big part in helping

people around. We had

also saved people's

money around 3-3.5 cr as

many hospitals were

doing injustice and also

we had arranged the 

 hospitals beds.
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When did this foundation
got established and do
you have any Partners
with you?
This foundation got built

4 Years ago and no I

don't have any partners.

To what extent,
according to you, has
your work been
successful?
I 've struggled for 22

years and after that, I

started with my own

foundation. 

 

How many areas have you
covered till date ?

Our foundation has

covered areas from

Andheri to Nalasopara

from the Virar side, and

as for the Churchgate

side, it's till Parel.

Can you tell us about the
main motive of  your
foundation?
We Support Girl child in

their free education and

also provide medical

facilities. 

Is beti bachao only your
motto or do you do any
other social work?

No only "Beti Bachao",

and as I mentioned to

you earlier, free food

distribution and

supporting the elderly

people too. We also have

a medical school in

Kolhapur that supports

202 girls in free

education and the

required study materials

are sent from here.

How did you join this
social work field?
Earlier I had a job

related to this field from

which I gained

experience and decided

to start with my own

foundation.



Have you ever
collaborated with any
colleges or working
bodies for volunteering?
No, but still , some

students are coming

forward and helping by

volunteering at the

foundation. 

Have you done
Fundraising? 
No, but there are scholar

who donate to our

foundation also we have

proper bank account

and website. We have

received several

certificate from

government of india and

also our events have

published in news

articles.

Lastly any message you
would like to convey to
the new generation?
As you'll see in the

streets, there are many

people in need of one or

another thing. If a

person needs medical

attention, it is not only

the responsibility of 

 foundations or NGOs,

but yours too. Instead of

ignoring them, you can

take the initiative and

help them too.  So, this

Diwali, let us help

people by spreading joy 

and love.  tension
.
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What are your Future
plans?
Right now, we have this

foundation which we

have to grow. We have a

few branches in Mira

Road, Virar, and Pune.

RAJU SINGHRAJU SINGH  
BETIBETIBETI      BACHAOBACHAOBACHAO
FOUNDATIONFOUNDATIONFOUNDATION

How do you balance
your professional &
personal life?
My professional and

personal life are both

the same. This

foundation is my

everything, because I

also support senior

citizens and distribute

free food to 200 people.
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Air Pollution  is introduction of unwanted and hazardous

substances into the natural environment which makes the air

impure to breathe, it is caused due to toxic gases which are

introduced in air. It can be in the form of gases or fine particles.

Air Pollution is caused by various factors such as deforestation,

burning of fossils, eruptions of volcano, various hazardous

gases releasing from factories, chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs), etc.

Some other air pollutants includes nuclear power plant,

agricultural waste, chimneys, industrial waste, vehicular

eruptions, etc. John Walke, the director of the Clean Air Project

says, “Most air pollution releases from energy and production”,

“Burning fossil fuels releases gases and chemicals in the air”.

Effects of Air Pollution 

Air Pollution also causes depletion of ozone layer, resulting in

global warming. Green house effect is caused by air pollution

which contains hazardous gases like carbon dioxide (C02),

methane (CH4), hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs),

hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), nitrous oxide (N2O) etc. These gases

absorb infrared radiation emitted by the Earth and thereby lead

to the heating of the surface of the planet.

Green House Gases  

The Earth would be approximately 33°C cooler, if there was no

natural greenhouse effect on surface of earth. Green house

effect is increasing day-by-day due to human activities. There

are fifty countries around the globe from the High Arctic to the

South Pole which observes, analyses and publishes greenhouse

gas data.

Air Pollution
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The Bhopal Disaster in 1984, which was caused due to air

pollution, caused at least 600,000 injured and fatalities were

estimated at 3,800. Killing an estimated 4,000 civilians over the

course of four days, it was the Great Smog of 1952 which formed

over London. A lot of irreversible damage has been done even

though measures have been taken to reduce the effects of air

pollution at greater extent. 

Soot and Smog  

Most prevalent types of air pollution includes smog and soot.

Soot (which can also be referred to as particulate matter) it is

made up of various tiny particles such as smoke, dust, soil,

particulates of chemicals, etc. Smog occurs when there is

combination of fossil fuels and sunlight. Soot and Smog has

similar source which includes factories, engines, power plants,

incinerators, cars and trucks, generally anything that combusts

fossil fuels such a gas, coal ,natural gas, etc. 

Ways to Reduce Air Pollution From Environment  

Using Public Transport instead of private vehicle, preferring CNG

(Compressed Natural Gas) based vehicles which contains large

amount of CH₄  (also known as Methane). Methane reduces ash

emissions, and it burns more cleaner as compared to other fuels.

Adapting environmental friendly and ecologically responsible

lifestyle to sustain natural resources and to help protecting our

nature. Planting more trees because trees help in reducing air

pollution by inhaling Carbon Dioxide and emitting Oxygen. Some

more ways to reduce pollution are avoid using plastic bags, Quit

Smoking, Recycling products, Making use of solar energy and By

educating your companions. Preferring Gas logs instead of wood,

Inflate your tires time-to time, use paints and cleaning products

which are environment friendly.

-Divya Mistry  tension
.
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Youth self-murder is when a teenager, mainly classification as

someone beneath the voting age of adulthood, intentionally

ends their own history. Rates of minority self-murder and

attempted teens self-murder in Western institutions and added

nations are extreme. Youth self-murder attempts are more

common between teenagers, but adolescent men are the one the

one ordinarily complete activity suicide. Suicide rates in youths

have almost increase between the 1960s and 1980s.For example,

in Australia self-murder is second only to automobile accidents

as allure superior cause of death for public old 15–25, and in

accordance with the National Institute for Mental Health, self-

murder is the after second chief cause of cessation among

teenagers in the United States. One of the questions binding

teenagers in danger of self-murder is the act of changing insane

counseling when it is wanted. One research at first of 2020

shows that compared accompanying earlier youths, more

immature adolescents specifically concur that raised

cyberbullying and despair are very main determinants doing

self-murder among youngsters. One study suggests, "In

teenagers, concavity is deliberate a main – other than the chief

– cause of teen self-murder. Factors and risks provided to teens

self-murder are academic pressure, intoxicating use, the

misfortune of a valued connection, frequent change of

residence, and weak classification patterns. Harassment is a

superior cause of teenager self-murder, along with abuse.

Increasing Youth Self 
Murders 
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Gay teenagers or those doubtful of their intercourse similarity

are more inclined dwindle by self murder, particularly if they

have endured domineering or badgering, as conferred next. The

following campaigns have existed begun in hopes of bestowing

teens hope and rescinding the impression of seclusion. It Gets

Better Born This Way I Get Bullied Too Stop Youth Suicide One

can help bar adolescent self-murder by upsetting seclusion,

addressing a teenager's despair that is equated accompanying

self-murder, discard any objects that a juvenile commit use to

attempt self-murder, and completely obey to what the

youngster does or feels. Schools are an excellent place to

support more instruction and support for self murder stop. Since

undergraduates give the adulthood of their opportunity at

school, the school maybe either a haven from or a beginning of

dangerous brings about, and juniors' peers can laboriously

influence their spirits.
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-Vaibhav Singh



Poverty! Poverty is lack of cooking Poverty is lack of shelter

Poverty is being displeased and unable to buy cure Poverty is

being capable to state but not being capable to go to school

Poverty is being jobless. Poverty is a character of independence.

Poverty is the condition at which point community are

dependent on fundamental essentialities. In other words, want

is an danger in which the fundamental needs of history are

limited. Poverty has many aspects and can be made clear in

many habits. Poverty is a position from what or which place

many people be going to escape. Much of the Indian public

doesn't erode doubly moment of truth and there is no heaven

for you to live. Your adolescents are ignorant. We must bet

money or something else in a gamble to reduce want. This will

present many public approach to fare, housing, instruction and

strength. The main causes of want in India are study of human

population, poor farming, money prejudice, baseness, and devil

money.

Population growth increases the question of weak land

electronics. Wealth distribution is likewise uneven. As a result,

weak population are frequently exploited by rich societies. 

 Poverty is growing ignorance. This is because society beneath

the poverty level reconcile the most of his uneducated public.

Child labor act the rise as fellows and girls should work to

delight their kins. Poverty is individual of the main causes of

hunger and malnutrition.

Poverty
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Poverty in India maybe removed accompanying few effective

programs. Everyone, not just governments, needs to agree. The

Indian management needs to implement a persuasive country

growth strategy through key pieces to a degree basic

instruction, population control procedures, classification

prosperity and task concoction. Poverty is a major worldwide

question and needs expected captured seriously. Our

administration is communicable few steps to humiliate poverty.

Eradicating want guarantees tenable business-related

development and inclusive organizations. We bear all do our

best to relieve want in this country.

-Shubham Singh



We human as the resident of earth have been actively studying

and exploring the matter of space since the third millennium.

Since the beginning of modern space age in the 1950s, we have

launched thousands of earthly objects more specifically rockets

and satellites into Earth's orbit. Many of this things are still

present in orbit and we face an ever- increasing risk of collision.

Space junk (also known as space debris, space pollution, space

waste, space trash, or space garbage) are Earthly manmade

object in Earth’s orbit left by humans which are no longer

functional. This can include big object like parts of rockets, dead

satellites that failed in their mission or have completed their

mission. But can also be as minute as chip of paint that have

fallen off a Spacecraft.

As of 2021, the US Space Surveillance Network was monitoring

more than 15000 pieces of space junk which scale is larger than

10 cm across. The estimation for junks sized between 1 to 10 cm

across are about 200000 pieces and there could be millions of

pieces smaller than 1cm. The period of this objects remaining in

space depends upon its altitude. Objects which are below 600 km

orbit can take several years before re-entering Earth’s

atmosphere. Objects which are above 1000 km will orbit for

centuries.

Because of the high speed of object up to 8 km per second, a

collision even with a small piece of space junk can damage the

spacecraft, due to this the windows of space shuttle are often had

to be replaced. These damages are caused due to collision with

debris smaller than 1 mm.

 

Space Junk
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The vast quantity of debris in space can compromise both

crewed and uncrewed spaceflights. The risk of fatal collision of

a space shuttle is 1 in 300 but it also depends on the size of

mission and the orbit. The astronaut in ISS perform debris

avoidance maneuver whenever there is need in which the ISS’s

orbit is changed accordingly to avoid collision.

The worst space-debris event happened on January 11, 2007,

when the Fengyun-1C a weather satellite was destroyed in an

anti-satellite system test by the Chinese military. This incident

is responsible for more than 3000 pieces of junk. Within span

of years these pieces drifted from its original orbit and formed

cloud of debris that spread around the earth and would not

renter Earth’s atmosphere for decades. On January 22, 2013,

the Russian laser-ranging satellite BLITS (Ball Lens in the

Space) faced an anomaly in there  mission and scientists were

forced to abandon the mission. The culprit in this case was a

collision with a piece of Fengyun-1C debris. 

Today a association of universities and aerospace companies

has started examining the suite of technologies that would

address the rising problem of space junk. On Sept. 16, scientists

with the consortium successfully proved the net planned to

catch orbiting dust and pull it down into Earth’s air, where it

could burn up harmlessly.
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-Sanjib Mandal



Environment is a vast word, it has more meanings than

you might know. I would be focusing on the environment

around us, all l iving things are considered a part of our

environment. A long-lasting environment is one that is

conducive to health. As it is the source to everyone’s life.

It helps a person guide their life and helps them decide

how they should develop and progress. 

 

The quality of our natural environment determines how

good or bad our lives are, as it knowingly, unknowingly

affects our lifestyle, like our food, water, shelter,and

other necessities. Between the environment and existence

of people, plants, and animals there must be a balanced

natural cycle.

 

I  personally believe we all have a unique charm we can

assume them as colors, everyone carrying a different

unique on, now the environment is what starts around

you which is a different color lighter or darker, we all

have been in art class played with colors, we understand

mixing to colors can make them go lighter or darker.

Something similar happens here, your color mixes with

the environment's color changing your own color slowly,

that can be any good or bad. 

Environment
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Slowly these colors grow on one, they may never know

when they change but the one’s around them do. This was

about our environment, there is also the environment in

which we think about pollution and other things related

to nature, that comes into picture when the environment

is looked at collectively for many people.

 

Well this is a discussion for another time as someone has

once said, first work on yourself before looking outside,

working on others. Well I  guess this is just a line inspired

from the airplane guidelines, where you put on your own

oxygen mask before you help others put it on.

-Shreya Chauhan



Drug dependency must turn out to be critical trouble all over the

world. The variety of young adults and younger human beings

getting addicted to tablets are growing daily with the aid of

using day. Various styles of tablets like cocaine, marijuana,

heroin etc. are fed on with the aid of using addicts worldwide.

Drug addicts turn out to be so dependent on tablets that they

cannot prevent their use. They spend a lot of money purchasing

drugs. Once they're hooked on capsules, they're additionally

pressured to dedicate crimes to go back for capsules. Lack of

confidence, immoderate stress, peer strain etc. These are a few

of the reasons for drug dependency. is visible that children who

locate it tough to address non-public or their own circle of

relative issues tend to direction of dependency on drug

consumption. Many times, children get hooked on capsules once

they see others eating them. It is essential that everybody in

society remains far from capsules as responsibility. Drug

dependency affects numerous fitness problems among addicts. It

has a poor impact on bodily in addition to intellectual fitness. .

Physical consequences of drug dependency consist of abnormal

heartbeat, breathing issues, lung cancer, kidney harm etc. It can

weaken the immune device too. Mood swings, depression,

anxiety, and confusion are a few of the emotional consequences

of drug dependency. It is continually higher to live far from

capsules. Youths should move towards healthy options to handle

stress and pressure. Consumption of drugs due to peer pressure

should be totally avoided. 

Drug Addiction
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There are diverse remedies to be had for drug dependency. Drug

addicts must get their dependency handled and emerge as

unfastened from it. Drug dependency is a form of sickness which

ends up from pressure and pressure. It is important that teens

must be aware of the outcomes of dependency. We all need to

say no to tablets and take steps to make our society unfastened

by drug dependency.

Addiction is a maladaptive sample of drug abuse which includes

alcohol, caffeine, hallucinogens, inhalants, opioids, sedatives,

hypnotics and anxiolytics, stimulants, tobacco, and others that

persist regardless of bad outcomes. An article withinside the

New England Journal of Medicine said "dependency is a sickness

of the mind" while any other main magazine specifies: "Genetics

contributes substantially to r., r: vulnerability to this disease.

Neurological adjustments discovered in long, time period

substance abusers are almost the same as the ones visible in.

human beings suffering from obesity, porn aficionados,

gamblers, internet "addicts", compulsive customers and truly the

ones concerned in extreme romantic relationships. As with many

different mental diseases, dependency has embedded behaviour

and social-context elements which are crucial components of the

disease itself. 

Despite the prohibition, alcohol is to be had throughout the

united states of America and is produced locally. Locally

produced alcoholic liquids are crafted from sorghum, maize,

millet, rice, cider, fruit wine or fortified vine (Tari, Bangla mod,

haria, choani, Ek chuani, do chuani, mohua, etc.).
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Data from the HIV behavioural surveillance survey conducted in

2016 among people who inject drugs [PWID] in Dhaka city

showed that 53.1% of PWID shared needles and among this

segment of the population over the past decade despite the

ongoing Needle and Syringe Programme (NSP). It is estimated

that there were about 4.6 million regular users of Yaba (several

combinations of N- methamphetamine and caffeine sold between

BDT 300 to BDT 2000, as red or pink pills) in Bangladesh on or

before 2012, which is around 10- I5 million, according to

Association of Prohibiting Drug (MANAS) chief Dr Arup Ratan

Chaudhury. Around 80% of Drug, abusers are Abuse young

people aged between 16 and 35, said the Department of Narcotic

Control report, 2016 by the Home Ministry. A BBC

reportApril.2019 says that the Bangladeshi government seized

fifty-three million yaba pills nationally in 2018. The general cost

of this ill icit enterprise is envisioned to be well worth upwards

of $1 billion a year. Over 1/2 of public car drivers take pills

often and it can be the primary motive for injuries withinside the

country.
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-Muskan Singh



Hacking is the illegal use of computer data or networks. A

hacker is someone who breaks into computers or networks

with the intention of causing damage or stealing sensitive

information. There are different types of hacking, each with

its own set of goals and methods.

 

The most common type of hacking is malicious hacking, which

is done with the intent to harm the system or steal

information. Malicious hacking can be done by accessing a

system without

permission, or by breaking into a system and causing damage.

 

Another type of hacking is white hat hacking, which is done

with the permission of the system owner and with the

intention of finding security vulnerabilities. White hat

hackers often work

with organizations to test their security systems and help

them find and fix any vulnerabilities.

 

There is also grey hat hacking, which is a mix of both

malicious and white hat hacking. Grey hat hackers may have

good or bad intentions, and their methods can vary.

 

Finally, there is black hat hacking, which is the most illegal

and harmful type of hacking. Black hat hackers break into

systems with the intention of causing damage or stealing

information. They often do this for political or financial gain.

Hacking
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Hacking is the act of breaking into a computer system or

network in order to gain access to data or information. There

are different types of hackers, each with its own motivations

and methods.

 

The most common type of hacker is the criminal hacker, who

hacks for personal gain. This could be anything from stealing

sensitive data to extorting money from a company. Criminal

hackers often operate in groups, and their attacks can be very

sophisticated.

 

Another type of hacker is the political hacker, who hacks to

further a political or ideological cause. These hackers may

target government or corporate websites in order to make a

statement or cause disruption. While they may not be looking

for financial gain, their actions can still have serious

consequences.

 

There are also ethical hackers, who hack in order to test the

security of systems and help organizations to improve their

defenses. Ethical hackers use their skills for good, and their

work is often vital in keeping data safe.

 

Whatever their motivation, all hackers share one thing in

common: they have the technical skills to break into systems

and access data that others cannot. This makes them a serious

threat to businesses and individuals alike.
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-Harsh Mishra



Air Pollution occurs through the release of gases or effluents in the

air by factories, industries and other vehicles etc. Air Pollution is

also referred to as any physical, chemical and biological change that

occurs in the surrounding environment. The pollutants that are

present in the air which lead to pollution are smoke, carbon dioxide

and other harmful gases. These gases are toxic and they are harmful

to humans. These effluents released cause instability and they cause

bad effects on the environment. The amount of gas present in the

environment is changing constantly and this is leading to increasing

in the temperature of the world and thus global warming is taking

place. Humans do not take of the environment nowadays and their

activities cause air pollution. Trees provide us with oxygen but trees

are getting cut down nowadays by man for his needs to build

something. Air pollution is also increasing due to the use of fossil

fuels. When we burn something there is a large amount of carbon

dioxide gas and other gases are released into the air. Some Natural

Phenomena occurring in the environment also are responsible for air

pollution, some of these natural phenomena are as follows; volcanic

eruptions, forest fires, gases released from industries and factories,

carbon dioxide gas etc. Other than this there are many waste

products created from different sources that together contribute in

air pollution. Another thing that is

responsible for the pollution of air is the greenhouse effect. Due to

the green house effect the temperature of earth is rising and the

glaciers and the mountains in the polar regions are melting and due

to this the UV rays penetrate into the earth’s surface and these rays

are harmful for human beings and other living organisms on earth.

Due to air pollution people fall sick and they face many breathing

problems which is harmful , and there is risk of people getting

affected with the disease of cancer.

Air pollution
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Air pollution is not only harmful to humans but also it is

harmful to other plants and animals. Many plants, trees and

crops in farms get damaged due to it. Air Pollution also affects

marine and aquatic animals like fish as it pollutes the lake ,

ocean and other water bodies. Air Pollution depletes the ozone

layer and harmful radiations come inside the earth. The

environment and ecosystem are disturbed due to this. Effects

of Air Pollution are as follows, increases the chances of getting

affected with asthma, and respiratory diseases and it also has

harmful and bad effects on the immune system of humans. If

Air Pollution increases beyond a certain level there are chances

of the person getting affected with heart problems. It also

affects the flora and fauna. The ways that can be adopted to

reduce Air Pollution are, using renewable sources, using less

hazardous substances , using public transport to travel ,

reduce the use of fossil fuels , avoid smoking in public etc.

Hence Air pollution can be reduced and brought into control by

combined effort of people and government . Government is also

taking various measures to save the environment and taking

steps to reduce air pollution. 
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-Atharva Hardikar



Now first let's take a moment and understand fear if we ask Google its

says “an unpleasant emotion caused by the threat of danger, pain, or

harm.” We, humans, are afraid of something, and these things have an

impact on our lives in one way or another. Some people are afraid to be

open or vulnerable so they keep themselves close. Some people are afraid

of what society thinks of them so they hide their talents, and some

people are afraid of letting others down so they hesitate to take

responsibility. Fear is an inseparable sense that shapes human lives. 

To think of the end of one's life is a pretty general fear among humans. It

is one of the methods of nature to conserve its different life forms. When

we don't have detailed and well-thought-out plans for our life, we start

to worry. A detailed plan on how to achieve the goals is needed. Take

action after you have a plan. Taking action towards meaningful goals

will relieve stress and give you a huge sense of enjoyment. When we

don't plan our lives, fear creeps in and paralyzes us.

Due to vast advancements in technology, there is a great fear of

unemployment in near future. There is a chance that the human

workforce will be replaced by advanced machinery or robots. There is

also a fear of a world where robots have taken charge of society and

dominate the human race.

One of the most reliable ways to get over your worries and build the

bravery you need to go where you want is to rewire your brain. Create

mantras and affirmations that boost your self-esteem and confidence. To

assist stop the negative internal debate that occurs in your mind, read

uplifting novels. Beginning as a child, we are told negative things that

we cannot do, be or have. Life will rewire your brain for you if you don't

take the initiative to do it yourself. Real success is impossible without

taking chances, which is the primary reason why it is imperative to face

one's worries. 

Overcoming Fear
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It is clear from looking at the examples of so many well-known

and prosperous people that they had to conquer their fears in

order to get this far. For instance, well-known authors and artists

battled anxiety before displaying their works to the public.

Famous performers had to overcome their fear of failure and

attend as many auditions as were required in order to land the

role that would propel them to fame. When starting a modest

business that would eventually grow into a multibillion-dollar

multinational, entrepreneurs frequently had to take out loans. The

motivation to face one’s problem is personal growth. None of these

individuals can dispute that they all experienced fear when they

first began doing what they loved. They needed to face these

concerns and take the necessary risks in order to achieve success,

popularity, and wealth things that many people strive for in life.

Facing problem and working outside of comfort zone makes people

stronger and help them become a better version of themselves. 

Its natural to have fears and people often try to run away from

them. However in doing so limits their potential. Life is filled with

opportunities, it may be uncomfortable and frighten to face one’s

fear but its essential for one’s growth and success.
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-Sanjib Mandal



Sexual harassment stays a primary subject in India as best forty-

five in the keeping of cent businesses admitting that the

regulation in this regard made their administrative Centre safer.

A current survey discovered that even though the Act had

expanded consciousness levels, the variety of instances being

mentioned had now no longer visible an upsurge. Sexual

Harassment refers to any shape of unwelcome sexual behavior

that is offensive, humiliating and intimidating. Further, it is far

from a criminal offence to sexually harass anyone. Over the

years, sexual harassment has taken lots of time to be identified

as an actual issue. Nonetheless, it is far a beginning which could

guard humans against this harassment. Sexual harassment

comes in lots of bureaucracy and is now no longer only an

unmarried one. It consists of a person attempting to touch, grab,

or make different bodily contact with you without your consent.

Further, it also includes passing comments which have a sexual

meaning, it can also look like teasing, intimidating or offensive

comments based on stereotypes. The harasser can be male or

female and can be the same sex as the victim. The harasser will

not constantly understand that they are being offensive however

if the opposite character is uncomfortable and has said this to

them then she or he must forestall earlier, than felony motion is

introduced forth. Workplace sexual harassment takes many

different forms. It can come from co-worker’s, supervisor, or a

customer or client, and ranges from unwanted touching,

inappropriate comments or jokes, or someone promising you a

promotion in exchange for sexual favour. 

Sexual Harassment
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Being sexually abused will have comparable consequences like

rape wherein the sufferer falls prey to depression, shame, and

guilt. Being depressed can cause tension problems, a boom or a

lower weight in addition to a loss of self-assurance and self-

respect. They can also additionally enjoy the lack of consider in

acquainted humans and places. Some girls might also

additionally even prefer now no longer to document any

allegations of being forced sexually for worry of what will

appear to them if they do. 

The awareness levels have increased but the number cases being

reported is still not extremely high. The urge of the hour is to

head one step beforehand than the fundamental compliance and

adherence to the Act, the point of interest needs to be on strong

organization culture and an empowered Internal committee that

will help the victims to report the incidents confidently. Stop

Harassment, and tell the harasser that their comments or actions

are not welcome. Speak in a loud, clear voice with an even tone

and tell them explicitly to stop whatever they are doing that is

harassing you. If they persist, you could want to file the

harassment to the right authorities. If the person continues

harassing you after you have told them clearly that their

behaviour is not welcome, it is typically best for you to find a

way to get away from them as quickly as possible. In conditions

in which it is not feasible for you to absolutely leave, try and

positioned a lot of area among you and your harasser as

feasible. No one in this world deserves to go through sexual

harassment, whether man or women We all have the freedom to

stay freely without being harassed, bullied, or discriminated

against. It is critical for everybody to take measures to save you

it from taking place because it damages the existence of the

sufferer severely. 
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A  W O M A N  
B Y  A A S T H A  G U P T A

S E  E & C S

H A P P I N E S S
B Y  N E H A  J A I S W A R

S E  E & T C
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Happiness
 

Imagine you doing what you

want even without being a joke

or an embarrassment to others,

wouldn't it be the best feeling

you ever felt?

 

Okay so have you faked that

you are "Happy"? Cause in my

mood nobody who's actually

happy has to stand in front of

the mirror  and justify the fact

that their happy.

 

Sometimes we really don't

know how we got a place where

we definitely thought we

wouldn't be..

-Neha Jaiswar
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A  WOMAN
From being someone's loving daughter, annoying

sister, caring mother and a beautiful wife ,
A girl has always been our piece of heart,

 And meaning of our entire life.
 
 
 
 

She is the reflection of Goddess Laxmi,

She maybe Goddess Durga at times ,

But our society is one of the Everest ,

She has always wished to climb.

 

She has a role, 

That none of us has the ability to play ,

She has been the strongest amongst all  ,

Her every drop of a tear says.

We live in a country ,

That worship women all nine days ,

Woman itself is Mother Nature, 

Even the almighty says
But we take lives of our birth giver ,

The rapists are still  not being slayed ,

Having meal from our mother's hand ,

How ironically we have always prayed.
I wish to see that day ,  

The day when a women is actually

treated as a planted flower.

The day when i can proudly say,

Yes our women are actually Empowered!

-Aastha Gupta
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Dig ital

AASTHA GUPTA
SE A E&CS

PRATHAMESH  PANCHAL
SE A E&CS

MUSKAN SINGH
SE A M&ME

SHATRUGHNA SINGH 
SE B IT

SEJAL PATEL
SE B IT

SARTHAK RANE
SE B IT

SHREYA CHAUHAN
SE A M&ME

DIVYA MISTRY
SE A E&CS



AASTHA GUPTA
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PRATHAMESH PANCHAL
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MUSKAN SINGH
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SHATRUGHNA SINGH 
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SHREYA CHAUHAN
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DIVYA MISTRY
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SARTHAK RANE
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SEJAL PATEL
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Handmade
ALISHA JOSEPH

SE A AI&ML

JAGRITI GUPTA
SE A COMP

SANJIB MANDAL
SE A E&CS

ANSH SOLANKI
SE A COMP

SURAJ MISHRA
SE A E&CS

ADVAIT SAKPAL
SE A IT

SAURABH YADAV
SE A E&TC

PARV GANDHI
SE A E&TC
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AABID SHAIKH
SE B IT

LAXMAN CHOUDHARY

SE B E&TC



ALISHA JOSEPH
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JAGRITI GUPTA
 



SANJIB MANDAL
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SAURABH DUBEY
 



ANSH SOLANKI
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SURAJ MISHRA
 



 LAXMAN CHOUDHARY
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PARV GANDHI
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ADVAIT SAKPAL
 

AABID SHAIKH
 





Participation in
Sojourn 

 
Volunteers of EWT showcased an

amazing group dance
performance on various songs.

World environment day
activity

Children made drawings which
depicted nature and how we

should care for it.  

Secret santa
Volunteers were asked to write a
heartfelt message for their loved
ones and those messages were

displayed on our Instagram
stories.

Participation in D-FEST

Volunteers of EWT participated in
a series of competitions of D-
Fest. We are really proud to

announce that our Volunteers
secured ranks!

Weekly offline teaching
sessions

Volunteers of EWT created study
lessons for the students and

carried out the teaching session
for them.

Diwali Celebration

We organized a Diwali
Celebration activity for our

students of Vidya Vikas School
which involved teaching about

the story of Diwali and playing a
few games with students.

 
National voters day

activities
This activity was done to

promote the importance of
voting amongst the youth and to
bring forth the creativity of the

volunteers.

Arts session at vidya vikas

The students were  asked to
create art on whatever they find

interesting or beautiful.

Webinars on sex education

Dr Asha explained various
aspects of Sex Education along

with Nutrition & Spirituality.
There was also a ‘Question and
Answer’ session in the end as

well.







Industrial visit at
Automation

An industrial visit was
arranged by EWT team to the

Automation Expo 2022. 

Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav

Volunteers were participating
in various activities like

singing, dancing, etc. on the
occasion of our Independence

Day.

Flag Collection drive
A flag collection drive was arranged

after August 15th, so there will be
no wastage of flags or any activity

that could be an insult to our Indian
flag and the collected flags were

handed over to the respective
recycle company.



Health checkup camp

The health checkup camp was
hosted by Tathastu Foundation

at Matunga in collaboration with
the Central Railway Union, where

EWT volunteers took part as a
support team.

Ganesh Utsav Fun Activities
We organised a fun activity for all

the EWT volunteers on the
occasion of Ganesh Chaturthi, to

share the highlights of their
Ganesh Chaturthi.

 
Orientation with DLLE

An orientation was arranged in
TCET college for the EWT team

when we were expecting a DLLE
Field Co-ordinator.



Core Divulge

A core reveal and our first
offline bonding session were
arranged for interaction with

the EWT team.

9 Day 9 Pics
On the occasion of Navratri, we

hosted a fun activity for EWT
volunteers, for them to share

pictures of how colourful their 9
days were through Navratri.

Mental Health Webinar

Mental health is an important
part of our daily lives. So EWT

arranged a mental health
webinar, bringing in speakers

from the Talk to Me Foundation.
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"REACH 

TO 

UNREACHED"
Instagram: @TCET-EWT

Location: Thakur College of Engineering and Technology

A-Block, Gate No 5, Thakur Educational Campus, Shyamnarayan
Thakur Road, Thakur Village, Kandivali East, Mumbai, Maharashtra
400101


